GOV gives rousing welcome to Reagan

Reagan mum on running, make plans
**Briefly**

Soviets start bombing Afghanistan villages

The day began quietly, with the Soviet occupants calling for aid to Afghan civilians. But starting at 10 a.m., Soviet planes began dropping bombs on villages in and around Kabul.

The United Nations, which had been trying to arrange a cease-fire for months, announced that it had been unsuccessful. The United Nations had been trying to pressure the Soviets to stop the bombing, but the Soviets had refused.

---

**Deans examine role of women artists**

Elizabeth Dean

Sports arena groundbreaking today

by Gary Rabin

The gathering of 2,300 delegates from 153 countries at the 11th anniversary of the UI's Elderhostel in June, is the third and final week of the UI's Elderhostel programs.

Libraries expect books increase

by Irving Linsen

The libraries expect an annual acquisition budget increase of more than $8.1 million and will increase in enrollment and educational programs.

**Postscripts**

Events: the Saturday Night Dance, the Shuswap Community Talent Night, and the poetry of an airport conference in London.

Volunteers: The Shuswap Community Talent Night volunteers for grade 11 and older. For information call 352-4234.

Link: The Shuswap Community Talent Night volunteers for grade 11 and older. For information call 352-4234.
A major economic effort by local anti-drug groups will make Iowa a test market for a new federal program to deter drug use and combat international drug trafficking, state and local law enforcement officials said here Monday.

After two years of planning, the Iowa Anti-Drug Coalition will host the program for the next year. The state's largest cities, including Des Moines, will participate in the program.

The effort will target areas where drug use is prevalent and will include education, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation programs.

In Des Moines, the city's police department will work with the anti-drug coalition to provide education and prevention programs, while the Iowa Department of Corrections will focus on treatment and rehabilitation.

The coalition will also work with other local agencies, such as the city's health department and school districts, to provide comprehensive drug education and prevention programs.

The program is funded by a federal grant and will be monitored by the Iowa Anti-Drug Coalition to ensure its effectiveness.

The coalition hopes to reduce the demand for illegal drugs and prevent drug-related crimes in the area.

The program is part of a larger national effort to combat drug use and trafficking, and Iowa is one of the first states to participate.

The coalition will assess the program's impact and adjust the strategies as needed to ensure its success.
Go slow on auto aid

President Carter promised, "a very close-knit, permanent partnership of government, companies and workers as we build an old-age pension program for the aging automobile industry.

The program reasonably weakens safety and pollution regulations to meet the objective of providing younger workers with new and more certain economic opportunities. The administration is working with the automobile industry to find a way to encourage the development of an automotive industry that will provide economic opportunities for younger workers. The plan will also encourage the development of a new industrial sector that can provide economic opportunities for older workers. The regulations will be based on the recommendations of the Department of Labor and the Department of Transportation.

The rule changes will not be so costly to society. The administration is working with the automobile industry to find a way to encourage the development of a new industrial sector that can provide economic opportunities for older workers.

The small Business Administration will guarantee loans for car dealers and the Economic Development Administration. The plan will provide at least $100 million in community benefits to auto industry workers.

What is most laudable is what Carter did not do.

In October, Congress passed an automobile industry assistance bill that would have benefited auto workers but it would have also benefited auto industry companies. Carter vetoed the bill.

One in every four cars sold in the United States is an import. While U.S. automakers are watching their sales figures decline, the Japanese state of the U.S. market is as good as four years from now.

But anyone cannot claim credit for their success any more. Japanese cannot claim credit for their success any more

Lewis Lapham

The Iowa City Press-Citizen, July 7, 1980

A home for Harper's

Fortunately, Harper's magazine has been revived. Two foundations will be new non-profit organization to continue publication of the literary and political monthly that since 1850 has sparked debate of current affairs.

The taxpayer assistance program of the National Tax Shoppers and the Atlantic Rockefeller Foundation - plan to create an independent, board of directors to run Harper's. The publication will qualify for lower postal rates and the nonprofit status may provide some tax advantages to federal government. The foundations also solicit tax-exempt contributions from the public.

Because Lewis Lapham will remain editor, Harper's should continue the tradition of publishing serious and intellectual articles.

Matthew Rosen

The Daily Iowan, July 7, 1980

Do the reader a favor . . .

To the editor:

I am appalled by Michael Kane's inconsiderate remarks in the July 7th issue of this newspaper. Kane, who believes women should be able to have abortions, and the whole issue of reproductive rights and freedoms should be handled by the courts. Kane feels he must play politics with people's reproductive rights.

Kane's statements are an insult to the American and its women. Women are entitled to make their own reproductive decisions, and Kane's comments are an attempt to usurp their rights.

People should not be forced to make a decision that Kane feels is wrong. Women should be able to make their own decisions about their bodies, and Kane's comments are an attempt to control women's reproductive choices.

Letters should not be reports. We have reporters who can cover stories in a more balanced and objective manner.

The court is actually stating that the abortion issue should be left open to political decision. This is an unacceptable position.

Addison B. Truett

President, National Abortion Rights Action League

Old Joe

To the editor:

Old Joe is a management of a passage to the best individual who, try knowledge, has never received public attention for his recent accomplishments.

On the Iowa City Press-Citizen, Sunday, July 7th, 1980

It's not old, it's a new kind of car. The 1981 Oldsmobile is the first to come out in years. It's a new kind of car, and it's a new kind of car.

Old Joe is a management of a passage to the best individual who, try knowledge, has never received public attention for his recent accomplishments.

Letters to the Editor should be typed or machine-printed. They will not be returned and should be kept to 200 words. Letters to the Editor should be typed or machine-printed. They will not be returned and should be kept to 200 words.

Letters to the Editor should be typed or machine-printed. They will not be returned and should be kept to 200 words.

The Daily Iowan, July 7, 1980
Insurance covers press box repair

by Michael Knox

The Iowa City Community School District has full insurance coverage for the estimated lost $300,000 in damage caused by fire Saturday to the City High School stadium press box, a local insurance agent said Monday.

The damage, estimated at $300,000, occurred Saturday when fire destroyed the press box and extended into the open foundation.

"When the firemen arrived on the scene, there was nothing left but charred steel," said a local insurance agent. "The wiring used for the six units was "romex," the agent said, "a very flammable wire that is not properly insulated."

"The test done at Iowa Crescent dormitory showed that the wiring used for the six units was "romex," the agent said. "Attractive, but not fireproof."

The three-member board rejected property damage claim.

President McPartland said Monday to allow School Board to hire an attorney to present case to the insurance company. The test included a manual and an automatic device of the open foundation.

"The control device worked as it was expected to work," the agent said.

"The test was ordered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in June after control sys-
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If you have a "romex" or "romex-like" wiring system in your building, here are a few more suggestions on checking it.

1. If you have "romex," call your insurance company for a free inspection.

2. If you do not have "romex," do a visual inspection of all wiring in your building for exposed wires, missing covers, or frayed insulation.

3. If you suspect "romex," have a qualified electrician evaluate your wiring system.

4. If you have "romex," do not install new "romex" wiring. Only install "safety" wiring such as "nmsx" or "romex."
AIW leaders work to control behavior of conference group

By R. Forrest Westmore

While many women athlete clubs are
planning to share meals on the road or in the hotel training teams, the "Mother of the AIW," as one alumna put it, is working on a more controlled organization.

"AIW provided the number of concentrated action-oriented women to participate in the home甜 centered organization," said Carol Gordon, who handled the organization.

In the early stages, the AIW encountered problems with physical exercise and related controlled atmospheres. Jane Oakley presided over the control of exercise. There was no report of the home甜 centered organization.

"WE WERE NPT not a threat, but anod added to the other superior organizations," said Carol Oakley. The AIW's first president, "The organization is not a threat at all, the women do not want to be," the organization is not an organization.

We wanted the AIW to stand for an organization of respect," Gordon said. "Respecting our organization was an organization of respect.

Oakley and the initial move to have sports be in control of the organization was a major issue, she said.

Aiwa swimming coach Glen Oakley gives some words of wisdom to athletes taking part in the AIW's summer intensive training camp at the Field House pool.

The swimmers' day begins at 6 a.m. for breakfast. Another workout begins at 7:30. A lunch break is at 11:30 a.m. The swimmers work on land and in the water. An evening swim ends at 8:15 when the swim -mers turn in for the night.
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Cheaper shoes cost more in health terms

By Harold Manchester

Even though Nike running shoes may be a larger dollar in the wallet than cheaper shoes, they may actually cost more in health dollars, according to a U.S. study.

Dr. Bernard Falsetti, a U.S professor of internal medicine, in trying to show the relation between running shoes and health, the study was funded by the National Institutes of Health and the American Podiatric Medical Association.

The study is one of a number of controlled investigations into the effects of running on red blood cells. The study was conducted by a team of researchers at the University of Maine.

Falsetti says Americans should consider the effects of running on their bodies in terms of the long-term effects of the use of running shoes.
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